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Cacophony and euphony

If we literally talk, cacophony points to a situation where there is a mixture of harsh and inharmonious sounds. In literature, however, the term refers to the use of words with high, harsh, hissing and pocmelodious sounds – mainly consonant ones – to achieve the desired results. Examples of common cacophonyIn everyday life, an
example of cacophony would be the amalgamation of different sounds you hear in a busy city street or market. You hear vehicle sounds, ads on loudspeakers, music and people talk, or even a dog barking at the same time and without any harmony. You can rightly point out the situation as the cacophony of a busy street or market. We
may also notice the manifestation of cacophony in language. For example, in the sentence,I detes the war because the cause of war is always trivial. The phrase causa is cacophonous as because it is followed by the cause of the word, which has a similar sound, but different meaning. It usually sounds unpleasant, as the same sound is
repeated in two different words. Similarly, a discordant sound of a musical band, tuning in to their musical instruments, is an example of cacophony. Cacophony and euphonyCacophony is opposed to Euphony, which is the use of words that have pleasant and harmonious effects. In general, vowels, semi-vowels and nasal consonants
(e.g. l, m, n, r, y) are considered euphonic. Cacophony, on the other hand, uses consonants in combinations that require explosive delivery (p, p, b, d, g, k, ch-, sh- etc.). Examples of cacophony in literatureEn literature, the unpleasantness of cacophony is used by writers to present terrible or unpleasant situations. Let's see some
examples of cacophony in literature:Example #1: Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There (By Lewis Carroll)The abundant use of cacophonic words can be found in Lewis Carroll's no-nonsense poem Jabberwocky, in his novel Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There. Twas brillig, and the soft sliders
made turn and gimble in the wabe; All the mimsy were the borogoves, one and the raths outgrabe mother. Watch out for Jabberwock, my son! The jaws that bite, the claws they capture! Watch out for the Jubjub bird, and shun The frumious Bandersnatch! In the excerpt, we see a collection of meaningless words, which are both
pocmelodic. After reading the poem, Alice, the protagonist of the novel, gives her impression, which clearly reflects the purpose of the poem. She says: Somehow it seems to fill my head with ideas – only I don't know exactly what they are! However, someone killed something: that's clear, in any case. Example #2: The Bridge (By Hart
Crane)Another example of cacophony is in Hart Crane's poem The whine nasal of power whips up a new universe... Where scattered pillars sprinkle the night sky, under looting of the gigantic power house Stars punctures the eyes with sharp ammonia proverbs, new versities, new dyes in the wet velvet of dynamos, where the ear strap is
trampled ... Power's script, - wounded, tied to the coil, refined - stops at the slap of belts on booming coils, spurred on the bulging, jelly-sized bullon seized from the stars. The disorder and confusion of the industrial world has been expressed here by the writer, through the deliberate selection of cacophonic words and phrases. Example
#3: Gulliver's Travels (By Jonathan Swift)Look at the following extract from Gulliver's Travels: And not to be oblivious to the art of war, I have a description of cannons, culverins, muskets, muskets, pistols, bullets, dust, swords, bayonets, battles, sieges, retreats, attacks, underminings, bombings, To describe the destructive consequences
of war, the writer chooses words and organizes them in an order that produces an effect that is pocmelodious, harsh and scandalous, corresponding to matter. Example #4: Rime to the Ancient Mariner (By Samuel Taylor Coleridge)Read Rime's following lines from Coleridge to the Old Mariner: With senselaked throats, with black lips in
the oven, Agape heard me call. These lines illustrate the cacophony using the words black, baked and agape, which corresponds to the seriousness of the situation faced by the Sailor and others on board. CacophonyWriters function use cacophony as a tool to describe a discordant situation using discordant words. The use of these
words allows readers to imagine and feel how unpleasant the situation the writer has described through words. Cacophony is the use of a combination of words with loud and harsh sounds, both in reality and in literature. In literary studies, this combination of words with rough or noharmonious sounds are used for a noisy or scandalous
poetic effect. Cacophony is considered the opposite of euphony, which is the use of beautiful and melodic words. II. Examples of cacophony cacophony can be used in both poetry and everyday conversation. Example 1 He grunted and in a gruff voice said, Give me this garbage and I'll throw it out! This phrase makes use of cacophony in
some ways: grunted, gruff, and give have hard g sounds and this, garbage, and throwing them out all have hard t sounds. Example 2 He's a rotten, dirty, terrible, creepy, stupid guy! In this example, the cacophonous sound of the phrase reflects its harsh tone and meaning with rough, terrible, and trampling hard sounds harsh, trudging, and
individual, and st sound hard on stupid. Example 3 Klarissa Klein drives a grumpy old Cadillac who has a bumper crushed and screaming, touching Here, many harsh sounds create cacophony: hard sounds k and c of Klarissa Klein, Cadillac, scratched, and honking, hard g and b sounds grumpy, bumper, screaming, and playing, and the
sound of hard sk when screaming. Cacophony is used to create harsh phrases and sound tones that often reflect its subject matter: noisy, energical, chaotic or unwanted characters and things. III. The importance of the use of cacophony Despite its hardness, cacophony is used for written musicality. It makes use of connotative sounds to
create disgust, frustration or interest in the reader with loudness, noise and energy in hard consonant sounds. Cacophony creates interesting poems, emotional prose and playful songs. IV. Examples of cacophony in literary cacophony is a common poetic device used in both poetry and prose. Here are some examples of cacophony in
literature: Example 1 in American English, we know that Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star goes like this: Twinkle, twinkle, little star, How I wonder what you are, Shining in the sky so bright, Like a tea tray in the night, Twinkle, twinkle, little star, How I wonder what you are. In the San Lorenzan dialect on the other hand, the same poem goes like
this: Tsvent-kiul, tsvent-kiul, lett-pool store,_ Ko jy tsvantoor bat voo yore. Put-shinik on lo shee zo brath,_ Kam oon teetron on lo nath,_ Tsvent-kiul, tsvent-kiul, lett-poll store,_ Ko jy tsvantoor bat voo yore. This excerpt is from Kurt Vonnegut's novel Cat's Cradle. The native dialect is full of cacophonous sounds: tsv's, k's, and hard p's and
b's. Vonnegut's novel uses cacophony to highlight the absurd nature of the book's theme with characters such as Bokonon, Newt and Zinka and invented terms such as Sinookas and Wampeters, all markedly cacophonous. Example 2 'Twas brillig, and the soft sliders Made twist and gimble at the waist: All mimsy were the borogoves, and
the mother raths outgrabe. Watch out for Jabberwock, my son! The jaws that bite, the claws they capture! Watch out for the Jubjub bird, and shun The frumious Bandersnatch! This jabberwocky extract from Lewis Carroll is perhaps the most famous example of cacophony with harsh, loud sounds in invented words like brillig, gimble,
borogoves, and Jugjub! V. Examples of cacophony in pop culture cacophony is also a term commonly applied to music that uses loud, harsh sounds. Example 1 The STOMP scenic group is a good example of the joy of cacophony at work. STOMP makes musical noise with metal pots and pans, broomsticks and basketballs among other
percussive devices. Example 2 Gobbledigook (Live With Bjork at Naturra) With playful applause, stomach, lalala and booming percussion, Sigur Rós' Gobbledigook is another example of funny and energetic cacophony in the of music. VI. Euphony-related terms The opposite of cacophony, euphony is the use of sweet, melodic sounds for
a delicious and beautiful sound experience in poetry and prose alike. Here are some examples of euphoria: Lovely lilies shade me as I stroll through the soft, dewy flower beds. Soft lilies ring in lovely lilies and soft sounds in shade, walk, and soft create a soft, lilting phrase that reflects how easily one strolls through a garden. Lying to me of
silent souls who get up to heaven above us. Again, soft sounds like singing, silent, and souls combine with soft phrases like lifting and sky above us to create a euphonic and beautiful phrase. Onomatopoeia Onomatopoeia is sometimes cacophonic, but cacophony is not always onomatopoeia. Onomatopoeia are words that sound like their
meaning. Here are some examples of onomatopoeia: Bang! Boom! Pow! Cock-a-doodle-doo! Sprayer of a car engine Often, the words onomatopoeic are also cacophonous, but not always. Bang, for example, uses hard b and g sounds. Words like sliding and slush, on the other hand, are onomatopoeopic but more euphoric than
cacophonous. Consonance As you may have noticed, cacophony often involves harsh consonant sounds, such as k, t and g. The repetition of consonants is known as consonance. The difference between consonance and cacophony is cacophony has the goal of loudness, hardness or noise, while consonance does not always have that
goal. Here's an example of consonance versus cacophony: Consonance: Sarah survived surfing alongside sharks. In this example, the consonant s in particular is repeated. Note, however, that the s is a soft sound that is more euphonic than cacophonous. Cacophony: Sarah crashed through hard surf fleeing dangerous sharks and her
bites. This example, on the other hand, is much more cacophonous with the hard c in accident, the f sounds hard, surfing, and running away, and the hard d, k, and t in dangerous shark bites. Although consonance is sometimes used for cacophony, it is not always cacophonous. VII. Closing cacophonous is a poetic sound device in which
certain sounds create harsh and harsh tones. The opposite of euphoria, cacophony is colorful, noisy, loud and energetic as the rhythm of a drum or the accident of a cymbal. The cymbal.
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